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Finiteness Properties of Duality Groups

Robert Bieri and Beno Eckmann

0. Introduction

0.L In this paper we show that groups with homological duality (generalizing
Poincaré duality, cf. [2]) always satisfy certain finiteness conditions. We emphasize
that the définition of a duality group as given in [2] does not involve any a priori
finiteness property of the group.

Let G be a duality group, of dimension n and with dualizing module C. Hère is a

list of finiteness properties automatically fulfilled:
(1) G is finitely generated.

(2) The dualizing module C is finitely presented over ZG.

(3) The dualizing module C admits & finite projective resolution over ZG; i.e.,

a resolution which is finitely generated in each dimension and of finite length m. There
is always a resolution of length m<«+1, of length m—n if C is Z-free.

(4) The intégral cohomology groups Hk(G; Z) are finitely generated.

(5) The intégral homology groups Hk(G; Z) are finitely generated.

(6) If G is a Poincaré duality group (i.e., if the Abelian group underlying C is Z),
then G is of type (FP). - A group is called of type (FP) if the trivial G-module Z
admits a finite projective G-resolution.

0.2. With regard to the proofs of thèse statements, we make the following pre-
liminary remarks.

(1) has already been established in [2], Theorem 4.6. The proof of (2) is based on
a known criterion which we include for completeness; the proofof (3) on a generaliza-
tion of that criterion. (4) is an easy conséquence of (3). The statement (5) follows from
(4) via the universal-coefficients theorem and a lemma which seems new and which

may also be useful in other contexts: If A is an Abelian group such that Hom(A, Z)
and Ext (A, Z) are finitely generated, then A is finitely generated.

Statement (6), concerning Poincaré duality, is essentially a corollary of (3). We do

not know whether duality groups in the gênerai sensé must also be of type (FP). We
recall from [2], Section 4, that groups of type (FP) are easier to investigate, with
respect to duality, than arbitrary groups.

The fact that Poincaré duality groups are of type (FP) can be established by a

second method which does not use the cap-product nor any naturality-just the
existence of duality isomorphisms. From this it turas out (Theorem 3.4 below) that a

group satisfying Poincaré duality isomorphisms - not supposed to be given by a
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cap-product with a fundamental class nor even to be natural-is a true Poincaré

duality group.
The contents of this paper hâve been announced in a Comptes Rendus Note [3].

1. Finitely Presented Modules and Finitely Generated Free Resolutions

1.1. LetiÊbe a ring with unit. We recall that a right i?-module is said to be finitely
presented if there is a short exact séquence of modules

K^F-»B (1.1)

with Fbeing R-free and F and K finitely generated over R. The séquence (1.1) is called

a finite (free) présentation of B.

If {At} is an inverse system of left iÊ-modules, then clearly {Toif (B, A^} is an
inverse System of Abelian groups, and one has a unique natural homomorphism

Tor£ (B, lim Af) -> lim Torf (B, At), k=0,1,... (1.2)

(Similar homomorphisms are available for Ext^ (B, At), B a left module). We consider
the spécial case where limAi is the direct product YliR °f copies of R (indexed by some
index set /). For k 0 one has the homomorphism

(1.3)

given by nB(b® Y\ieI rt) Y[ieI bri9 beB, rteR.

LEMMA 1.1. (i) nB is an epimorphism for every direct product Y\i R if end only

ifB is finitely generated.

(ii) jub is an isomorphism for every direct product \\i R V end only if B is finitely
presented.

Proof (i) We take B itself as index set / and assume that jab is an epimorphism.
Then there is an élément ceB®RY\B R with jtfB(c) [X,efî b. The élément c is of the

form

l U rbk),
fc=l beB

hence fiB(c)=Jjk=i TlbeB^bk^TibeB^ It follows that for each beB one has

b=Ylk=i bkrbk; i.e., B is generated oy the finite 8etbl9b29-..9bm.ln the other direction,

(i) is trivial.
(ii) Let B be finitely generated, and K>+F-»B a free présentation with F finitely
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generated. Naturality of (1.3) yields the commutative diagram with exact rows

i l i
0-> ]JK -» Y\F -+ l\B -+0

for an arbitrary direct product JJ. It is easy to see that fiF is an isomorphism. By
(i), nB is an epimorphism. By the five lemma, \iB is a monomorphism if and only if
fiK is an epimorphism; i.e., by (i), if K is finitely generated. -

The above proof shows that, if B is a finitely presented module, any exact séquence
K>-+F-*>B with F finitely generated free is a finite présentation of B.

1.2. An iÊ-resolution

(in short X-»B) of the i£-module B is said to be finitely generated if the modules Xk

are finitely generated for ail k^O.ïn this section we give necessary and sufficient
conditions for a module B to admit a finitely generated free resolution.

Let B be finitely presented, and K0>~+F0-»B a finite free présentation. In the
commutative diagram with exact rows

I IIIfor an arbitrary direct product f\, fiB and /xFo are isomorphisms, and fiKo is an
epimorphism. By Lemma 1.1, Ko is finitely presented if and only if nKo is a mono-
morphism, i.e., if Torf (B, Y\R)=0 for ail fj. If this is the case, we take a finite free

présentation K1>-+F1^»K0 and apply the same argument: Kx is finitely presented if
and only if Tor?(#0, fj ^)=0. But Tot\{K0, \[ -R)sTorf (B, Y[ &), by the exact
Tor-sequence. Iterating the argument we get the following criterion.

PROPOSITION 1.2. The R-module B admits a free resolution %-^B with Ft
finitely generatedfor ail i^k ifand only ifB isfinitely presented and Torf (B, fj R) 0

for i= 1, 2,..., k — 1 and ail direct products f\.

2. The Dualizing Module

2.1. We recall that a group G is termed duality group of dimension «^0 (cf. [2])
if there is a "dualizing (right) G-module" C and a "fondamental class" eeHn(G; C)
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such that the cap-product with e yields isomorphisms

77

(en-):Hk(G;A)->Hn-k(G;C®A)

for every (left) G-module A and ail keZ. The tensor product C®A over the integers is

understood to be endowed with the diagonal G-module structure. We recall the fol-
lowing facts from [2] ; they will be used without further référence.

PROPOSITION 2.1. For a duality group G of dimension n and with dualizing
module C one has

(i) C^Hn{G; ZG) as right G-modules

(ii) C is torsion-free as an Abelian group
(iii) n is equal to the cohomology dimension cdG and to the homology dimension

hdG of G

(iv) Hk(G

22. Let Gbe an arbitrary group, and C a right G-module, {At} an inverse System

of left G-modules. Clearly {Hk{G\A^} and {Hn.k(G; C®At)} are inverse Systems

of Abelian groups. We consider, for integers n and k and an élément eeHn(G;C),
the diagram

ljmHk(G;At)

{en-)

C0\imAl)

hm(cn-)

; C®At)

where v and \i are limiting homomorphisms (cf. (1.2)), p, q, r the obvious projections
from lim. The left-hand square is commutative by the naturality of the cap-product.

The right-hand square and the triangles are commutative by the définition of fi, v and

lim (en —

Now the two maps -) and rolim(en -)<>v:Hk(G; li
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Hn_k (G; C®Ai) coincide, for each index /. Therefore the two maps fio(en —) and

lim(en —)ov themselves must coincide; i.e., the outer square is commutative. We

thus hâve established the following resuit.

LEMMA 2.2. Let G be an arbitrary group, C a right G-module, and {A^ an inverse

System of left G-modules. For arbitrary integers n, k and éléments eeHn(G;C) the

diagram

Hk (G ; lim At) ^ lim Hk (G ; At)

Hn_k(G; C®\imA^-ïlimH^kiG; C® At)

is commutative.

2.3. Let, in particular, G be a duality group of dimension n, C its dualizing module
and eeHn(G; C) a fundamental class for G. Taking for lim^ an arbitrary direct

product of copies of ZG, Lemma 2.2 yields the commutative diagram

^ \\Hk(G\ZG)
{en- )| In(en-)

*

(2.1)

for ail integers k. The vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Since the direct product is an
exact inverse limit, Hk commutes with J"], i.e., v is an isomorphism. Hence \i is an
isomorphism. For k=n, the map fi:H0(G; C®Yi ZG) C®Gf| ZG-» J] C is just
the homomorphism fic of (1.3). Since it is an isomorphism, it follows from Lemma 1.1

that C is finitely presented.

Moreover, for an arbitrary integery', the group Hj(G; C®f] ZG) can be trans-
formed as follows. Since ][J ZG is torsion-free as an Abelian group, the standard

associativity formula for Tor (cf. [4], p. 352) yields

Since Hk(G;ZG)=Q for k^n, this implies Tor?(C, ]J ZG)=0 for j=n-k*0. By
Proposition 1.2, C being finitely presented, it follows that C admits a finitely generated
G-free resolution 3f-»C. We summarize:

THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a duality group of dimension n. Its dualizing module

C=Hn(G; ZG) admits a finitely generatedfree resolution over ZG. In particular, C is

finitely presented over ZG.
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2.4. As a corollary of this theorem and of the fact that cdG=n we can obtain
information on the length of projective resolutions of C over ZG, as follows.

The associativity spectral séquence for Ext (cf. [4], p. 3 51 yields a spectral séquence

HP(G; Ext«(C, A))=>ExtpG+q(C, A)

for ail G-modules A Since iF (G; -) 0 forp>n, we hâve ExtnG+2(C, A)=0 for ail ,4.

Hence there exists a projective resolution of C of length <« + l. More precisely, the

finitely generated free resolution $-»C above splits in ail dimensions ^«+1. Hence
there exists a. finite projective resolution of C, of length ^« + 1. Since Hn(G;C)^0,
the length cannot be <n.

In case the dualizing module is Z-free, we even hâve Ext£+1 (C, A) 0 for ail A;
i.e., C admits a finite projective resolution of length n. We thus hâve

COROLLARY 2.4. Let Gbea duality group of dimension n. Its dualizing module C
admits a finite projective resolution over ZG, of length n or n-\-\\ if C is Z-free, of
length n.

2.5. We now prove that ail intégral (co)homology groups of a duality group are

finitely generated.

THEOREM 2.5. AU homology and cohomology groups Hk (G; Z) and Hk (G; Z) of
a duality group are finitely generated.

Proof. The cohomology part is an immédiate conséquence of Theorem 2.4, since

Hk(G; Z)^Hn_k(G; C) Tor^_k(C, Z). The homology part of Theorem 2.5 follows
from the gênerai fact that, for an arbitrary group G9 the cohomology groups Hk(G;Z)
are finitely generated for ail k if and only if the homology group Hk(G; Z) are.

To prove this gênerai fact, we consider the universal-coefficient exact séquence

Ext(7fk_1(G!; Z), Z)»Hk(G; Z)-»Hom(Hk(G; Z), Z)

for ail integers k. Obviously, if the Hk{G\ Z) are ail finitely generated, so are the

Hk(G; Z). The converse follows from the lemma below.

LEMMA 2.6. Let A be an Abelian group. If the groups Hom {A, Z) and Ext {A, Z)
are finitely generated, then A itself is finitely generated.

Proof If Hom(.4, Z)^0, there is an epimorphism A-*>Z, hence A^AX®Z. The

rank of Hom(Al9 Z) is less than the rank of Hom(4, Z)^Hom(^l1, Z)©Z. Thus

iterating the argument, we find a décomposition A^B@F, with F free Abelian of
finite rank and Hom (5, Z)=0. Then Ext(J5, Z)^Ext(^, Z) is finitely generated.

Let T be the torsion subgroup of B. From the exact séquence (where Hom (2?, Z)
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=0, Hom(r,Z)=0)
0 -> Hom {BIT, Z) -> Hom (B, Z) -» Hom (T, Z) -> Ext (B/T, Z) -» Ext (B, Z)

we see that Hom(£/r, Z) 0 and Ext (B/T, Z) is finitely generated. The latter group
being divisible, it must be 0. But (cf. [5], p. 182) Hom (B/T, Z) 0 and Ext (B/T, Z) 0

imply B/T=0; i.e., B=T, A^T®F.
It remains to show that ris finite. With the natural imbedding Z-^Rwe associate

the exact séquence

0 -? Hom (T, Z) -> Hom (T, R) -> Hom (T, R/Z) -> Ext (r, Z) -» 0,

i.e., Hom(r, R/Z) s Ext (r, Z), hencefinitely generated. But the group Hom(r, R/Z)
(the character group of T) can be given its natural compact topology. Being finitely
generated, it must be finite. Hence T itself is finite.

3. Groups of Type (FP) and Poincaré Duality

3.1. A duality group is said to be a Poincaré duality group (cf. [1]) if its dualizing
module C is infinité cyclic as an Abelian group; in this case we write 2 for C (the
symbol Z being reserved for the trivial (/-module). A Poincaré duality group is said
orientable or non-orientable according to whether 2 Z or # Z. By [1], Korollar 2.1.2,
a non-orientable Poincaré duality group contains a unique orientable one of index 2.

If G is a Poincaré duality group of dimension n, Corollary 2.5 yields a finite projec-
tive resolution (right G-modules)

Let sgn dénote the homomorphism G-^Z2 {1,~1} defined by the G-action on 2 : for
xeG and leZ, l*x=sgn(jc). Using sgn, we define left G-modules Pk by taking the

underlying Abelian group of Pk to be that of Pk, and by putting

xp=sgn(x)p'x~l, xeG, pePk9

for k=09 1,..., n. The Pk are still finitely generated projective; the same procédure
turns 2 into the (left) module Z. We thus get a finite projective resolution over ZG

of the trivial G-module Z ; i.e., G is of type (FP according to the terminology explained
in the introduction (Section 0). We thus hâve proved

THEOREM 3.1. Ail Poincaré duality groups are oftype (FP).

3.2. Remark. Recall that a Poincaré complex Zis a CW-complex dominated by a
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finite CW-complex and whose (co)homology with arbitrary local coefficients satisfies

Poincaré duality. The duality isomorphisms are understood to be given by the cap-
product with a fundamental class \X~\eHn(X\ 2), for a suitable n^ (^-module 2. If a

group G admits an Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(G9 1) which is a Poincaré com-
plex1), then clearly G is a Poincaré duality group, and moreover finitely presented.

Conversely, Theorem 3.1 shows that any Poincaré duality group, provided it is finitely
presented, admits a K(G, 1) which is a Poincaré complex (since a finitely presented

group of type (FP) admits a K(G, 1) which is dominated by a finite CW-complex).

3.3. In the remainder of this section we apply to Poincaré duality groups directly
the criterion for finitely generated free resolutions established in Section 1. This will
provide, among other things, a second proof of Theorem 3.1 from which différent
features émerge.

If G is an arbitrary group, and Z the trivial <7-module, we will say that G is oftype
(FF) if Z admits a finitely generated free resolution over ZG.

PROPOSITION 3.2. A group G is oftype (FF) if and only if the two conditions

hold:

(i) G is finitely generated

(ii) Hk(G; fi ZG)=0for allk^l and ail direct products \\ ZG.
Moreover, G is oftype (FP) ifand only if in addition to (i) and (ii)
(iii) cdG< oo.

Proof From the short exact augmentation séquence IG>-+ZG-»Z one sees that Z
is finitely presented over ZG if and only if IG is finitely generated, i.e., if G is finitely
generated. Hence Proposition 3.2 follows from Proposition 1.2.

As a minor application, we mention briefly that Proposition 3.2 provides a very
simple proof of the following well-known facts.

PROPOSITION 3.3. a) The class of groups oftype (FF) is extension closed, and

so is the class of groups oftype (FP).
b) Let Sbea subgroup offinite index in a torsion-free group G. IfSis oftype (FP),

so is G.

Proof Clearly condition (i) of Proposition 3.2 is extension closed; and by the

"maximum principle" for the Lyndon spectral séquence of the extension the same

holds for (iii). As for (ii), let N>-*G-»Q be a short exact séquence of groups, and

consider the initial terms EJ£l Hp(Q; Hq(N; f] ZG)) of the spectral séquence. As N
and Q are assumed to admit finitely generated free resolutions of Z, the homology
functors commute with ail direct products. Thus we get E^l=0 whenever

Johnson-Wall [6] use the term "Poincaré duality group" for such groups.
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whence (ii). Combining a) with Serre's theorem ([7], Théorème 1), we get the proof
ofb).

3.4. Let now G be a duality group of dimension n. Conditions (iii) and (i) of
Proposition 3.2 are fulfilled, since cdG=n and G is finitely generated by [2], Theorem
4.6. Unfortunately we are not able to check (ii) in the gênerai case. In the Poincaré

duality case, however, i.e., if the dualizing module C=2, we hâve

Hn~k(G; 2®n ZG)*ÉHk(G; 2®2® f] ZG)-

Now 2®2 with diagonal action is G-isomorphic to Z, whence

Hk(G;

which, by Lemma 1.1, is ^Hn~k{G\ Y\(^®ZG))=U Hn~k(G;
Y\ Hk(G; ZG)=0 for fc^l. Hence (ii) is fulfilled, and we hâve a second proof of
Theorem 3.1.

It is worth-while noticing that this présent argument does not involve the cap-
product en —, nor even any naturality properties of the duality isomorphisms -just
the assumption that thèse exist. This provides the following resuit.

THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a group with a homomorphism sgn :G-+Z2 defining the

G-module 2, n an integer ^ 0. If one has isomorphisms (not assumed to be natural)

Hk{G;A)^Htt^k{G;l®A) (3.1)

for ail k and ail G-modules A, then G is a Poincaré duality group (of dimension n, with

dualizing module 2).
Proof As remarked above, G is of type (FP). Since (3.1) implies Hk(G;ZG)

^Hn-.k(G;2®ZG)*ÊHn-k(G;ZG)=0 for k^n, and Hn(G;ZG)^H0(G;2®ZG)
=2 torsion-free, the assertion follows from [2], Theorem 4.6.

Remark. In [1], Satz 2.6, it was shown that if isomorphisms (3.1) are assumed to
exist and to be natural in A, then they are automatically induced by en — for a

certain fundamental class eeHn(G; 2). Of course, this resuit and Theorem 4.3 do not
imply each other.
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